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Do not confuse food charity
with ‘right to food’, UN expert
tells Italians, labelling food
system exploitative

© Eric Ganz

A sophisticated Italian food system is
placing a heavy burden on Italy’s
workers and farmers, an independent
UN human rights expert said on Friday,
following an 11-day visit to the country
that many regard as the world’s food
capital.
Human Rights

Suriname’s climate promise, for
a sustainable future

UNDP Suriname/Pelu Vidal

Suriname has become the second
nation globally to outline updated plans
to fight climate change in the hope of
ensuring that any future increase in the
temperature of the planet does not
exceed 1.5 degrees Celsius above preindustrial levels.
Climate Change

Coronavirus spread now a
global emergency declares
World Health Organization
The rise in new coronavirus cases
outside China, now constitutes a global
health emergency, the World Health

Organization’s Emergency Committee
declared on Thursday, calling on all
countries to take urgent measures to
contain the respiratory disease.
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Health

Societies must unite against
‘global crisis of antisemitic
hatred’, Guterres urges

Unsplash/Albert Laurence

Commemorating the 75th anniversary
of the liberation of the AuschwitzBirkenau death camp, and the six
million Jews and others murdered on
Nazi orders during the Holocaust, UN
Secretary-General António Guterres
told a ceremony in New York on
Monday that the world must “recommit to preventing any repetition of
those crimes”.
Human Rights

‘Carry our stories forward’:
Holocaust survivors share
powerful testimonies at UN

UN Photo/Manuel Elias

When the Nazis invaded Poland,
overnight, nine-year-old Theodor
Meron became “a refugee, out of
school, out of childhood and constantly
in clear and present danger”, the man
who would later become a Judge for
International Criminal Tribunals told
the United Nations Holocaust
Remembrance Ceremony on Monday.
Culture and Education

How mobile money is
rebuilding lives in Sudan
When Mohammed Ahmed left Sudan in
search of better life, he couldn’t have
imagined that he would find financial

security back home. But, some four
years later, he now runs a thriving
business, thanks to an innovative
scheme involving the UN migration
agency (IOM), based on the use of
mobile money.
IOM/ Yasir Elbakri

Migrants and Refugees

Coding in Namibia: UN supports
young women’s computing
career dreams

UN Namibia

Six young women from Namibia are on
the path to a career in the field
of information and communications
technology (ICT), with the support of
the UN office in the country.
Women

US Middle East peace plan
‘lopsided’, says independent UN
rights expert

UNICEF/Ahed Izhiman

A United States plan released this
week to resolve the decades-long
conflict between Israelis and
Palestinians is “lopsided” and will only
entrench occupation, an independent
UN human rights expert said on Friday.
Human Rights

Iraq: Solutions needed
‘urgently’ to quell ongoing
violence, break political
deadlock
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Amidst ongoing anti-government
protests, rising casualties and the
likelihood of further demonstrations,
the top UN official in Iraq on Thursday,
urged politicians to break the political
deadlock, and “press ahead with
substantial reforms”.
Peace and Security

A question of trust: the UN
political chief working behind
the scenes to prevent
tomorrow’s wars
UN Photo/Loey Felipe

When it comes to dealing with armed
conflict, the eyes of the world often
turn to the UN Security Council and
members’ attempts, with varying
degrees of success, to resolve or
prevent bloodshed.
Peace and Security

Youth leaders share positive
visions of the future, as
Guterres launches UN75 in New
York
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Six youth leaders from around the
world were at UN Headquarters in New
York on Wednesday to share their
ambitious visions for a future
where international cooperation
is prioritized and everyone’s voice is
heard.

UN Aﬀairs

Find unity ‘to halt Libya’s
senseless unraveling’, UN envoy
urges Security Council

UN Photo/Eskinder Debebe

The top UN official in Libya on Thursday
expressed his “deep anger and
disappointment” over intensifying
conflict in Libya despite a high-level
summit held in the German capital of
Berlin earlier this month, that set out
measures to de-escalate fighting and
put the divided country back on a path
towards peace.
Peace and Security

Stepped-up efforts needed to
combat pneumonia; save nearly

nine million children’s lives
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Scaling up pneumonia-related
interventions could save the lives of
nearly nine million children during the
course of the next decade, the United
Nations Children’s Fund said on
Wednesday.
Health

End Syria fighting to avoid
‘even greater humanitarian
catastrophe’
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The “dire and deteriorating
humanitarian situation” affecting
women and children in northwest Syria
was the UN Emergency Relief
Coordinator’s top concern on
Wednesday morning as he briefed the
Security Council in New York.
Peace and Security

India: Climate emergency
message resonates at world’s
largest literature festival – UN
News special report from Jaipur

UN India/Yangerla Jamir

Against the backdrop of India’s famed
“pink city” of Jaipur, the world’s largest
literature festival hosted the UN’s top
representative in the country on
Monday, who told audience members
attending a special session on the
climate emergency, that the
Organization is working flat out to slow
the pace of damaging climate change.
Climate Change

2019: A deadly year for migrants
crossing the Americas
More than 800 people died last year
crossing deserts, rivers and remote
lands while migrating across the
Americas, making 2019 one of deadliest

years on record, the UN migration
agency said on Tuesday.
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Yemen: Escalation in fighting
must stop ‘before it’s too late’,
Griffiths tells Security Council

© UNICEF/Romenzi

The UN Special Envoy for Yemen told
an emergency session of the Security
Council on Tuesday that a recent
upsurge in violence between proGovernment and rebel forces following
weeks of relative calm, had to end
“before it’s too late”.
Peace and Security

West Darfur tensions could see
30,000 flee across Sudanese
border to Chad: UN refugee
agency

©UNHCR/Modesta Ndubi

The number of people fleeing to Chad
to escape ongoing tensions in Sudan’s
West Darfur state, could reach 30,000
in the coming weeks, the UN refugee
agency, UNHCR, said on Tuesday.
Humanitarian Aid

Iraq: UN human rights report
voices concern over conduct of
ISIL fighter trials

UNAMI PIO/Sarmad As-Safy

A new UN report published on Tuesday
shows that while considerable effort
has been made by Iraqi
authorities to bring former ISIL
terrorist fighters to justice, there are
“serious concerns” about the fairness of
the proceedings.

Human Rights

New UN finance panel to push
Global Goals forward

WFP/Simon Pierre Diouf

The President of the UN General
Assembly on Tuesday encouraged
Member States to support a new panel
that has been set up to help make
the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) a reality, by 2030.
SDGs
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